
    MM Email Blue Sheet for March 1 — the 15th day of Lent 2013 

   It’s March 1, for crying out loud! We’re in Hood River for Jack Naff’s memorial service. It wasn’t a 
planned stop on our way toward Easter.  

      I sort of promised to do more regular reports of sightings, happenings and “moments” between the 
beginning of Lent 15 days ago and Easter the last day of March. I remembered how clergy are especially 
busy during the season hopping about and trying to encourage members along a spiritual journey toward 
Easter. 

      My thought was that it might be good to pay attention to my own journey and not worry much about 
keeping track of Jesus’ journey. (I noted that the “history” of those days is largely tradition anyway). Little 
did I know how much happens in short days and weeks.  

      I challenged my readers to sing a bit of hippity hopping down the bunny trail toward Easter as a 
personal preparation. I haven’t heard of any who are doing it, but most preachers don’t have too many 
people who are doing daily Lent season devotions either. 

      My promise of more regular “reports” hasn’t happened. Too much going on and too many miles My 
odometer was at about 79,500 when we left for Ashland where our hippity hop approach to Lent began. 
As I write on March 1 the odometer is 75 miles shy of 81,000!  

      I could write a page just about various sentimental, celebrative walks, talks and meals. Some great 
“moments.” Mention a place and I’ll mention people, and when I mention people I can mention 
“moments”.  

      Mark it on your hippity hop map that death happens on the way to Easter. It’s no Easter egg hunt. 
The disciples of Jesus didn’t want to hear of it, but it happened and happens. I don’t know how many, if 
any, of the words and acts of Jesus came on that last trip toward Easter actually happened. But I do 
know that it would be impossible not to have such “moments,” often with bread and wine on more than 
one of those 40 days and nights.        

      We tried to remember numerous encounters of the simplest kind. Like with our fish market friend; and 
my barber of 40 years; plus a couple of guys at the gym; also a phone call that went on for a half hour 
and even some “conversations” via e-mail. In each such contact is the seed of a “moment” — a coming 

together of human beings in a few sentences of exchange that sometimes have a sacred depth. Never 
underestimate the potential of a few personal words, even those we can’t remember. 

     Our hippity hopping included a dinner out, time helping grand-daughter Grace buy a car, a breakfast 
on the way out of town, a stop in Keizer to visit Loraine whose husband was Jack, a stop in Ilwaco to visit 
relatives, a dinner and overnight with brother Kirby in Long Beach, breakfast coffee with another relative 
on our way toward our cabin on Puget Sound. Did I mention that we sometimes stop to cat-nap? Did 
Jesus do that? Do you? What do you do on your way toward Easter?  

   Three nights at the cabin (more friend time) then south again through Longview where we lunched with 
longtime friends from our first ministry, Howard and Velma Hopkins. I wonder whether Jesus and party 
had crummy weather like we did, or heavy traffic, or someone asking for a hand-out of gasoline at the 
next pump while stopping to fill our tank? So many of the gospel stories feel like unscheduled meetings 
of people as Jesus and friends trekked toward Easter. 

   Today was that Memorial Service in Hood River where friends gathered in a special kind of reunion. 
We saw old colleagues we haven’t seen for many years. We met some of our blue sheet friends we had 
never seen before. Reunions and funerals happen on the journey to Easter.  

   Hippity hopping on our way to Easter. We’re 1/3 of the way already. And so are you whether you know 
it or not. How has the journey gone? Where have you traveled? What has happened? 

   We don’t know what the next 30 days will hold, or how the story will turn out for any of us. The gospel 
writers didn’t do their story until decades after Easter. They make it sound like the outcome was scripted. 
Do you believe that? My sense is that the friends of Jesus didn’t have a clue, except that if their friend 
was going up to Jerusalem they wanted to go with him. “Hippity hop, hippity hop, hopping down the 
bunny trail, Easter’s on its way.”  I say, keep on traveling. See you on the road.    
                                                                                  — Art Morgan, March 1, 2013    

              


